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Introduction
VROMO is the only delivery management software 
solution tailored for the restaurant & food industry. 
VROMO’s foundation is our customisable & intuitive 
dispatch technology; manage your deliveries & drivers 
seamlessly from our accessible cloud based system.

At VROMO, we believe that every delivery creates a 
unique & valuable marketing opportunity with an already 
engaged customer. Utilising VROMO’s custom SMS & 
tracking link campaigns you can promote further customer 
engagement, maximising consumers relationships with 
your brand.

VROMO's dispatch technology paired with campaigns will 
create endless opportunities for your brand to streamline 
delivery operations & attract & retain more customers.



VROMO Features & Benefits

Today we will take you through the following 
features & their benefits to your business;

» Account Options

» Dashboard Summary

» Dispatch View

» Sites

» Teams

» Campaigns

» Auto-Dispatch

» Reports

» Planning Page

We will finish with some FAQs



Account Options
Clicking your profile 
name at the top 
right hand side of 
any page on 
VROMO will open 
this menu. 

From here you can 
retrieve your API 
key, update your 
email, phone no & 
password etc, 
access our 
knowledge base & 
logout of your 
VROMO account.



Dashboard SummaryThis tab shows 
an overview of 

live statistics & a 
performance 

snapshot from the 
past 24 hours



Dispatch View
This tab is a 
live view of 
available 
drivers & 

active jobs



Driver Pane
● This display can be filtered by Team 

& availability by clicking the filter 
icon in the top right.

● You can also type a drivers name or 
phone number into the search bar to 
quickly find an individual driver. 

● Driver contact information & how 
many jobs are currently active on 
their app can be seen. 

● Clicking on a driver in this menu, will 
highlight them on the map as well as 
any jobs currently on their app.

The Driver Pane 
is located at the 
left-hand side of 
this page.



Map Pane
● Purple & green 

pins indicate 
pick-ups / 
restaurants, 
yellow pins 
indicate 
customer 
addresses. 
Purple pins are 
pick-ups that do 
not have a driver 
assigned; Green 
pick-ups have a 
driver assigned.

● Each driver is 
represented by a 
car icon 
displaying their 
location. A green 
car indicates a 
driver that has no 
jobs on their app, 
a black car 
indicates a driver 
currently has 
jobs on their app.

The map, located in the 
center of the dispatch 

view, shows all live jobs 
on the system as pins.



Jobs Pane

● The Jobs Pane shows a list of all live jobs currently on 
the system. Details such as Driver, Creation Time, 
Order Number etc are displayed. 

● Inputting any information, such as customer name, site 
name, order ID etc, into the search bar at the top of the 
driver pane is useful to find a specific job(s).

● Jobs can be filtered by teams, drivers, sites, 
auto-dispatchers, job status & risk level using the filter 
icon at the top right hand side of the pane. 

● To change the jobs to a condensed list view click the 
table button to the right of the filter button.

● To create a brand-new job manually, press the yellow + 
button at the bottom of the pane.



Job Details

● Each job can be expanded to show more details about 
the tasks involved, to do this click the arrow to the right 
of the job you wish to expand.Here, you can see the 
countdown to deadline for each task with an assigned 
deadline.

● You can see which team the job is associated with, the 
addresses for each individual task & the distances in 
between. 

● There are 6 grey buttons, from left to right they are as 
follows: expand job details further, manually assign to a 
driver (can also be done from purple ‘Assign’ button at 
the top left hand side), edit job details, add an issue, 
cancel job, duplicate job.



Create a New Job

● The preference is 
for all jobs to be 
created via an 
API Integration.

● If you need to 
create a job 
manually, these 
are the options 
that will appear 
after pressing the 
create job button 
mentioned 2 
slides ago.



Create a New Job
● ‘For a Restaurant / 

Site’ you will see 
this form.

● You need to select 
the site you wish to 
create the job for 
from the top drop 
down list.

● The only other 
required information 
is the ‘Dropoff 
Address’.

● It is recommended 
to complete other 
order identifying 
fields if time 
permits.

● ‘Save & Create 
Another’ will 
save the job you 
have just 
entered & 
populate it on 
VROMO & reset 
the form to allow 
you to create the 
next job.

● ‘Save & Finish’ 
will save the job 
you have just 
entered & close 
the ‘Create Job 
for Site’ form.



Create a New Job
● ‘From Scratch’ will 

show this form.
● You can select the 

group under which 
the job is to be 
created, the 
campaign & auto 
dispatcher.

● ‘+ Add Task’ is 
where you add 
pick-up and 
drop-off 
information.

● Once all relevant & 
required 
information has 
been added click 
‘Save’ to create the 
job on VROMO.



Driver Chat
● Directly from the dashboard, store staff & drivers can 

contact each other regarding specific jobs.
● As seen in the job pane on the far right, once a job has 

been accepted by a driver an eighth icon appears. This is 
used to open the dialogue box to message a driver 
directly.



Driver Chat
● Once a message is sent 

from the store, the 
driver receives a 
notification, they can 
instantly see the 
message & reply to the 
store. 

● Similarly, if a driver has 
an issue, they can 
initiate a chat by 
sending a message to 
the store who will see 
the dialogue box pop up 
on their screen with the 
order number of the job 
displayed at the top.

● All chats are recorded & 
visible in the Job 
History which is shown 
in later slides.



Sites

● Sites is where VROMO stores all Pick-Up location data. 
● Sites are created automatically from incoming jobs for the majority of integrations. Sites can also be manually created 

if needed.
● Each site can be associated with a team so jobs that come into a specific site will also be associated with that specific 

team. 
● Sites can also be connected to auto-dispatch policies & campaigns allowing each restaurants driver & customer 

experience to be unique. 
● The site name should be identifiable by restaurant name and location.
● Sites can be edited by clicking the Site Name.
● Sites include URL links you can share with individual restaurants to create jobs ‘Job Request Form’ & to view their jobs 

‘Live View’



Sites

●

● Address & 
coordinates are very 
important. If an 
address is incorrect 
in the sites page then 
that address will map 
to the wrong location 
confusing drivers. If 
you notice an 
incorrect pick-up 
location check sites 
& if it is incorrect here 
then it needs to be 
corrected at order 
source to ensure 
correct mapping 
going forward.

● The Add Site button on 
the main sites page 
opens up this pop-up, 
you will need to name 
the site & enter the 
address. The map will 
then adjust so the pin 
is over address. If the 
pin is off, you can drag 
the map so that the pin 
moves. This will not 
change the address, 
just the pin & 
coordinates of the site.

● Click ‘Save Site’ or you 
will have to create the 
site all over again.



Job Request Form
A full API integration is recommended but in absence of this, the Job Request Form allows 
restaurants to quickly & easily populate jobs on VROMO. On the ‘Sites’ page, to the right hand 
side, you will see a column called ‘Job Request Form’. When you click the clipboard icon of the site 
you wish to get the job request form for, you will see the below popup.



Job Request Form
When you see the below popup, you can click the clipboard icon circled 
here in green, to copy the URL link for the job request form. Once 
copied you can send this link to the restaurant by email to allow them to 
access the job request form for their site. 



Job Request Form
When a restaurant opens the job request form link, this is an 
example of what they will see. 

They need to ensure that the correct drop off address is 
completed, include any other additional information relevant 
to the order if required and click ‘Create Job’. 

Once a job has been successfully created, the following 
green pop-up message will appear briefly at the bottom of 
the screen;

 

The form will then reset automatically to allow a new job to 
be created.



Live View
On the ‘Sites’ page, to the far right hand side, you will see a column 
called ‘Live View’. When you click the map icon of the site you wish to 
get the live view for, you will see the below popup.



Live View
When you see the below popup, you can click the clipboard icon circled 
here in purple, to copy the URL link for the live view. Once copied you 
can send this link to the restaurant by email to allow them to access the 
live view for their site.



Live View

When a restaurant opens the live 
view link, this is an example of what 
they will see. 

They can see a list of jobs for their 
specific site only.

They will only see drivers if drivers 
are assigned to their specific sites 
orders.



Teams

● Teams is where all dashboard users, drivers & sub-teams can be found & created.
● Teams are managed using the four buttons in the top right; 
● ‘Edit Team’ to change the name of the team you are currently viewing.
● ‘New Team’ to create a new sub-team, name it & assign it to a parent team 
● ‘New Driver’ to add a driver to a team. 
● ‘New Dashboard User’ to add a staff member to a team & allow them to access to VROMO.



Teams
● A new team can be 

created as a sub-team 
of any existing team.

● Sub-Teams are 
located on the left 
hand side of the 
teams page. 

● Sub-Team’s may 
contain further 
sub-teams, you can 
view all teams within a 
sub-team by clicking 
the ‘+’ to the left-hand 
side of the team 
name. 

● Teams should be 
named to allow them 
to be easily 
identifiable.



Teams

● To add a driver 
you will need their 
email address, 
who they are 
driving for & the 
team you wish to 
add that driver to.

● ‘Driving for’ is the 
name shown to 
drivers when 
switching between 
different teams in 
the drivers app.

● Once added, the 
driver will receive an 
email with a link to 
reset their password 
& download the 
drivers app. The 
email also includes 
a link to driver 
training videos and 
docs.

● Drivers must update 
their profiles 
themselves 
including their name 
& contact number.



Teams
● To add a new 

dashboard user you will 
need their email 
address, the role you 
would like them to have 
& the team you wish to 
add that user to.

● The ‘Admin’ role has 
access to everything 
from the team they are 
created on down in the 
hierarchy.

● The ‘User’ role only has 
access to the dispatch 
& planning pages, they 
can assign, create & 
cancel jobs.

● The ‘Client’ role only 
has access to the 
dispatch screen & 
cannot interfere with 
any aspect of it, this is a 
view only user account.

● Once added, the 
dashboard user will 
receive an email with a 
link to reset their 
password. The email 
also includes a link to 
training videos and 
docs.

● Dashboard users can 
update their profile 
information themselves 
(see Account Options).



Campaigns

● Campaigns 
allow you to 
create & 
manage 
custom SMS & 
tracking link 
content.



Campaigns

● Add New 
Campaign’ 
allows you to 
create a new 
campaign & will 
request the 
name of the 
campaign, 
ensure the 
name is 
distinguishable 
by store name, 
location &/or 
time (day, 
week, month, 
quarter).



Campaigns
● Once your campaign is 

created, click the pencil to 
edit the campaign; 
General allows you to 
rename your campaign & 
link it to your Google 
account by adding in your 
Google Analytics code (if 
relevant) to measure 
campaign performance. 

● The following tabs allow 
customisation of your 
campaign; Add a logo, 
map icon, select colours, 
SMS template & 
promotion’s (Image, 
Video, Promo, Driver Tip, 
marketing opt-in & 
experience/driver rating).



Campaigns
● This is an 

example of what 
a customer 
would see when 
they click the 
tracking link from 
the SMS.



Auto Dispatch

● Auto Dispatch is the automatic offering or dispatching of jobs to drivers who meet 
certain criteria, this feature allows admin users to define this criteria.

● Here you can see is a list of existing Auto Dispatch policies which you can delete 
or edit by clicking on the name of the Auto Dispatch policy.



Auto Dispatch

● ●

● Ticking ‘Jobs Go 
underway 
Immediately’ button 
will automatically 
start jobs accepted 
by a driver under this 
policy.

● +Add New Rule’ 
allows you to set up 
a rule for this auto 
dispatch policy. 

● The ‘Add New Auto 
Dispatcher’ button 
allows you to create 
a new auto dispatch 
policy and associate 
it to a team. 

● Auto Dispatch 
policies should be 
easily identifiable by 
name, we 
recommend including 
the location to make 
it easier to assign an 
auto dispatch policy 
to Sites.



Auto Dispatch

● When adding a new 
rule, the first 
drop-down lets you 
choose to ‘Offer’ 
(driver decides to 
accept or not) or 
‘Dispatch’ (assigned 
to best available 
driver) jobs. 

● The next drop-down 
is to select the driver 
team this auto 
dispatch policy will 
apply to.



Auto Dispatch

● ‘Add Condition’ 
allows you to define 
the criteria under 
which a job is offered 
or dispatched.

● ‘Distance to job is 
less than’ Drivers 
must be within the set 
KM radius of the 
pick-up to receive 
jobs.

● ‘Time passed after job creation is at least’ Sends 
jobs after a set amount of time since job creation. 

● ‘Time before next deadline is less than’ Sends jobs 
a set amount of time before the next deadline. 

● ‘Driver has less than’ Sends jobs to drivers who 
have less than the set amount of jobs.



Auto Dispatch

Offer
Jobs go 

underway 
immediately

Distance to job 
is less than 5km

Time before 
next deadline 
is 25 minutes

Driver has 
less than 

3 jobs

● Once you have finished setting the conditions for a rule click ‘Save Rule’.
● Below is VROMO’s recommended base rule for on-demand food delivery.



Auto Dispatch

●

● Multiple rules can 
be incorporated 
into one 
auto-dispatch 
policy allowing you 
to create a truly 
unique way of 
sending jobs to 
drivers that best 
suits your 
business.

● Clicking on the 
name of an auto 
dispatch policy will 
allow you to edit or 
delete that policy.



Reports

Reports 
contain 4 

different report 
types as seen 

above.

All reports can 
be filtered by 

date, job name, 
teams, drivers & 
more by using 
the filter icon to 

the right.



Job Report
The Job Report displays graphs 
including a heat map, the time 

distribution of jobs, number of jobs 
completed/cancelled & more.



Job History
Job History shows a list of completed & 
cancelled jobs as per the date range & 

all details associated to those jobs.

All job details can be exported to a CSV 
file by clicking ‘Export Job CSV’ button to 
the left. This is useful when creating with 
your own statistics/reports & analyzing 

the data in more detail.



Job History
Driver chat is stored on the Job 

History page so you can 
retrieve the full chat content at 

any time after a job is 
completed by clicking the 

speech bubble on that job line.



Job History
Audit History is stored on the Job 
History page so you can see the 
who was involved in the dispatch 
and completion of a job any time 

after a job is completed by clicking 
the clipboard on that job line.



Performance Reports
Performance Reports displays graphs 
regarding average lateness, average 

time per job, breakdown of this average 
& more.



Driver Report
The Driver Report shows the breakdown 

of available hours, jobs completed & 
more driver related stats broken down 
driver by driver as per the date range.

You can export this report to a CSV file by 
clicking ‘Export Driver CSV’ to the left.



Driver Report
Set Pay Rates allows you to add in 

values per job, hour, km etc to calculate 
pay per driver based on the numbers 

provided.



Planning

Planning shows a list of jobs & 
drivers filtered by team & date 

allowing you to assign jobs days 
or weeks in advance should that 

suit your business needs.

This jobs pane above shows a list of jobs for the selected 
date & team(s). By ticking a job(s) here you can dispatch 

multiple jobs at once to a driver. Jobs that are a lighter 
shade of grey have already been dispatched



Planning
The map pane 

displays available 
drivers, pick-ups & 

drop-offs similar to the 
dispatch view

Using the driver pane at the bottom you can, at a glance, 
determine which drivers will be available (blank square) & 
which already have a job(s) assigned (filled green square). 
Ticking a job in the above jobs pane will highlight that time 

in yellow on the drivers pane below.



FAQ’s
3. Why is the address on VROMO showing incorrectly on the 
map? 

● If an address contains incomplete, incorrect or duplicate 
information it may not map correctly.

● Addresses can be manually amended by dispatch staff.
● There is also a widget option that can be enabled under 

promotions on campaigns to prompt customer to confirm 
their correct address.

4. Why has my screen gone blank / white? 
● First try refreshing the browser page. 
● If that doesn’t work clear the browser cache & refresh 

again.

5. How do I stop tracking a driver? 
● At the end of a shift drivers should make themselves 

'unavailable' by tapping the VROMO button on their app 
& toggling themselves from available to unavailable. 

● This can also be done from the dispatch app, on the 
drivers pane hover over the driver & click the middle icon 
(person with a line through them) on the right hand side 
of the drivers name.

1. How can I set-up a driver? 
● Drivers need to be added to a team before they can start 

using VROMO. 
● Click the teams icon on VROMO 
● Click ‘New Driver’ 
● Enter the drivers email address, the details of the store & 

location they are driving for (e.g. Burger Co Phibsboro) & 
the group they should be saved on. 

● Click ‘Add driver’ 
● The driver will then get an email welcoming them to 

VROMO, asking them to download the app & requesting 
that they reset their password. 

● Once they do this they will be able to log into the 
VROMO Driver App

2. Why can’t I see my driver? 
● Drivers must be logged on to the VROMO drivers app, 
● Have their location on 
● Be toggled to ‘Available’ on the VROMO drivers app 
● Under location settings for ‘VROMO Driver’ drivers need 

to select the option ‘Allow all the time’ if available.



FAQ’s

8. Why has the swipe bar on the drivers app disappeared? 
● The Available/Unavailable toggle is hiding the swipe bar, 

click the VROMO button at the bottom of the DRIVER 
APP & swipe bar will reappear.

6. How do drivers navigate using VROMO Driver app? 
● Drivers can choose the navigation app they prefer in the 

'profile' page on their driver app. 
● Once the driver has a job, to navigate to the 

pickup/delivery they should click on the corresponding 
address 'task' in VROMO driver app. 

● This will redirect them to their navigation app & 
pre-populate the destination.

7. How does the driver contact the customer? 
● The driver can call the customer by clicking the 📞 icon 

within the job on their VROMO Driver app. 
● This will mask the phone numbers from both driver & 

customer in compliance with GDPR. 
● Please note this service is reliant on a valid number 

being provided on the order in the correct format 
including the country code (e.g. +353 87 123 4567) & 
also the drivers mobile number being saved on their 
profile in this correct format.




